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Biological systems have responded to 20th-century
changes in climate with range shifts and alterations in

the timing of key life events, such as flowering, bud burst, and
seasonal migration patterns (Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Root
et al. 2003). The climate changes expected over the next 100
years exceed those of the past century (IPCC 2001) and are
likely to lead to additional range shifts as the narrow climate
characteristics required by many individuals, populations, and
species move throughout the world. How successfully bio-
logical systems shift their ranges will depend on the rate and
magnitude of climate changes to come and on the rate at
which species are able to migrate in response to those climate
changes.

Fossil pollen data from the early Holocene have been
widely interpreted to demonstrate that long-lived plant species
migrated extremely quickly in response to postglacial warm-
ing: up to 100 to 1000 meters (m) per year (10 to 100 kilo-
meters per century) for tree species (Higgins and Richardson
1999, Tinner and Lotter 2001). Pollen analysis cannot accu-
rately map present-day tree ranges, however, in part because
the approach used to analyze pollen does not account for ex-
tensive areas where species exist at low densities (McLachlan
and Clark 2004). Furthermore, lodgepole pine is still ex-
panding northward, which demonstrates that the species is
not yet in equilibrium with climate after a minimum of 300
to 400 years (Johnstone and Chapin 2003). Such findings 

suggest that the estimates of rapid migration in the past may
be overly optimistic.

Similarly, results from diffusion models lead to somewhat
ambiguous conclusions about migration rates. Recent 
advances in model development, such as the inclusion of the
potential for occasional long-distance dispersal, help explain
how migration rates could be fast (Clark 1998). On the other
hand, the inclusion of potentially realistic model assumptions,
such as discrete individuals and stochasticity, leads to spread
rates that appear to be much slower (Clark et al. 2003). These
contradictory interpretations suggest that scientists really do
not yet know how rapidly vegetation can migrate in response
to changes in climate.

Furthermore, the large and rapid climate changes expected
over the next century, even under moderate greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions scenarios (IPCC 2001), would require
much faster rates of species migration than those optimisti-
cally supposed for postglacial warming (Solomon and 
Kirilenko 1997, Malcolm et al. 2002). Yet migration rates
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(and our ability to predict migration patterns) are inher-
ently uncertain even for undisturbed conditions (Clark et al.
2003). Land-use patterns associated with urban, suburban,
rural, and agricultural development very likely further com-
plicate ecosystem adaptation to climate change by hindering
migration.

The ability of biological systems to migrate and disperse in
response to climate change will also depend on the magnitude
and rate at which climate changes occur over the next century
and beyond. Larger changes in climate imply the need for
species to migrate longer distances. A broad range of GHG
emissions scenarios are now considered possible for the next
century (Nakicenovic et al. 2000), leading to a range in ex-
pected globally averaged temperature increases of 1.4 de-
grees Celsius (°C) to 5.8°C by the year 2100 (IPCC 2001). At
the low end of the range of projected GHG emissions, such
as the B1 scenario (see www.grida.no/climate/ipcc_tar/
wg1/008.htm), atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) would in-
crease to roughly 550 parts per million (ppm) by 2100, rela-
tive to roughly 280 ppm under preindustrial conditions
(IPCC 2001). The increase in radiative forcing associated
with GHG concentrations under the B1 scenario (see
www.ipcc.ch/pub/taroldest/wg3/015.htm) is roughly 4.2 watts
(W) per m2, which leads to predicted increases in globally av-
eraged annual temperature toward the lower end of the ex-
pected range.At the high end of the GHG emissions scenarios,
the A1FI scenario (www.ipcc.ch/pub/taroldest/wg3/015.htm)
would lead to CO2 concentrations of roughly 1000 ppm by
2100. This translates into an increase of roughly 9.1 W per m2

in globally averaged radiative forcing, and predicted tem-
perature increases at the high end of the expected range.

Under the A1FI emissions scenario, the HadCM3 climate
model projects large increases in annually averaged temper-
ature throughout the world (1°C to 11°C) and some sub-
stantial regional shifts in precipitation relative to a control
simulation using preindustrial GHG concentrations (Johns
et al. 2003). Changes in annually averaged temperature are
largest in the high latitudes and in parts of northern South
America (6°C to 11°C). Large changes in precipitation also oc-
cur, with increases primarily in the high latitudes and both
gains and losses occurring in the tropics. The Amazon region
of South America, in particular, gets much drier under the
A1FI scenario, while precipitation increases in parts of South-
east Asia.

Even for the lower emissions scenarios, the resulting climate
changes may occur more rapidly than those witnessed over
the last several decades, suggesting that some tree species
will be unable to fully occupy their future ranges for years to
come. The changes predicted under the higher emissions
scenarios, such as A1FI, would be likely to trigger a massive
shift in the distribution of vegetation.

The biological responses to these climate changes, in turn,
will contribute important feedbacks to the climate system by
altering biophysical and biogeochemical characteristics of
the land surface. For example, changes in the distribution 
of vegetation can alter carbon storage, land-surface albedo,

surface roughness, and evapotranspiration (Betts et al. 1997,
Lashof et al. 1997, Sellers et al. 1997, Field and Avissar 1998,
Pielke et al. 1998, Saleska et al. 2002, Feddema et al. 2005). The
effectiveness of plant migration has been shown to influence
terrestrial carbon storage (van Minnen et al. 2000) and could
influence these important climate feedbacks at local, regional,
or global scales (Chapin et al. 2005).

Furthermore, the assumption that all individuals of a
species share the same climate requirements, rather than oc-
cupy distinct population-level climate envelopes, may un-
derestimate the number of individuals within a species that
need to migrate under climate change. The reason is that lo-
cal adaptations may lead to more narrow climate requirements
for populations than would be implied by the full species range
(Harte et al. 2004). Individuals and populations currently
residing at the northern boundary of a species range may be
ill suited to the climate characteristics that other individuals
and populations of the same species thrive in at the southern
boundary. If so, species ranges are more constrained than has
been widely recognized, as migration needs will be specific to
the smaller spatial distributions of individuals and popula-
tions rather than to ranges of whole species.

Therefore, impact assessment and prediction of future 
climate conditions depend on understanding how effectively
biological systems will migrate in response to changes in cli-
mate. Here we examine how migration may affect biological
responses to climate change using the Integrated Biosphere
Simulator (IBIS; Foley et al. 1996, Kucharik et al. 2000). We
test a range of plausible migration assumptions for vegetation
to determine biophysical and biogeochemical responses of the
land surface to the A1FI climate scenario, as modeled by
HadCM3 (Johns et al. 2003).

Ecosystem model and climate input
We developed two climate scenarios to test the importance of
plant migration in determining broadscale structural and
functional ecosystem responses to climate change. The two
climate scenarios are based on HadCM3-derived monthly 
climate averages for temperature, precipitation, relative hu-
midity, and wind speed over a 20-year period corresponding
to 2081–2100 under (a) control, or preindustrial, GHG con-
centrations (Johns et al. 2003) and (b) the A1FI emissions sce-
nario (described above). The study of ecosystem responses,
described below, also requires climate scenarios to include the
monthly average temperature range, cloudiness, and number
of rainy days, which are not available to us from the HadCM3.
Therefore, we combined the model data for each scenario with
monthly average temperature range, cloudiness, and number
of rainy days from historical climatology between 1961 and
1990 (New et al. 1999).

To test ecosystem structure and function under each climate
scenario, we used IBIS 2.6, a process-based, dynamic global
ecosystem model (Foley et al. 1996, Kucharik et al. 2000). IBIS
is designed to run alone (i.e., using fixed external climate
conditions as input) or coupled to a general circulation model
to allow feedbacks from the land surface to alter the physics
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of the atmosphere. We used uncoupled simulations to reduce
technical and computational demands and because validation
studies are more extensive for uncoupled simulations. Using
uncoupled simulations allowed us to determine the land-
surface responses to the climate change scenario but did not
allow the closing of the feedback loops between the land sur-
face and the atmosphere. Including these feedbacks would al-
ter climate and therefore further alter the land-surface
response. Thus, our results should be viewed not as predic-
tive but as a first step to determining and quantifying the im-
portance of migration to biophysical and biogeochemical
responses of the land surface.

The IBIS simulations described below use a spatial reso-
lution of 2.5° latitude by 3.75° longitude, which matches the
spatial resolution of HadCM3. IBIS also requires daily and
hourly climate conditions, which are produced by an inter-
nal weather generator that converts the monthly climate 
input. In addition to the monthly climate data described
above, IBIS requires input data for topography and soil 
texture (GSDTG 2000).

IBIS represents vegetation in broad categories or plant
functional types (PFTs) that differ in basic form (trees, shrubs,
or grasses), leaf type (broadleaf or needleleaf), patterns of leaf
display (evergreen or deciduous), and photosynthetic path-
way (C3 or C4). IBIS uses leaf-level calculations for photo-
synthesis (Farquhar et al. 1980, Collatz et al. 1991, 1992),
respiration, and stomatal conductance (Foley et al. 1996,
Kucharik et al. 2000) to determine instantaneous carbon and
water balances at an hourly time step. Seasonal changes in cli-
mate, light availability, and patterns of leaf display alter rates
of photosynthesis, respiration, and stomatal conductance
throughout the year. Annual carbon balance for each PFT is
determined by integrating these hourly measurements over
the entire year, and used to measure net primary productiv-
ity (NPP), the relative success of different PFTs, and the avail-
ability of carbon for each PFT to allocate to the growth of
additional root, stem, and leaf material.

Under different climate conditions, the characteristics of
each PFT can be more or less favorable for photosynthesis and
respiration. In general, trees, shrubs, and grasses compete
for light and water, with trees better able to capture light
first and shrubs and grasses better able to access water in the
upper soil layers, but PFTs also differ in their ability to take
up and respire carbon (as a function of leaf form, seasonal pat-
terns of leaf display, and photosynthetic pathway).

Climate characteristics also influence soil carbon, which de-
pends on inputs from litter fall and root turnover and on trans-
formations between four soil carbon pools. The four carbon
pools include (1) an active pool that has residence times in
the range of hours to months (i.e., microbial biomass), (2 and
3) slow pools with residence times of 10 to 30 years (i.e.,
protected and unprotected organic matter), and (4) a recal-
citrant pool with residence times of more than 1000 years (i.e.,
stabilized organic matter). Increases in soil temperature or
moisture generally increase rates of organic matter decom-
position and increase transformations between soil carbon

pools. Climate changes can also influence the amount of car-
bon entering the soil as litter and root turnover by altering
plant community composition and NPP.

Migration scenarios
In the canonical or standard form of IBIS (Foley et al. 1996,
Kucharik et al. 2000), all PFTs are free to occur in and expand
to any location, as long as climate conditions are favorable for
them there. We altered this characteristic of the model to
develop five plausible migration assumptions for vegetation
and conduct a sensitivity study of biophysical and biogeo-
chemical responses to these assumptions. The migration as-
sumptions include (a) MAX, in which all PFTs can move
freely to any location where climate becomes favorable (the
canonical form of IBIS); (b) MIN, in which established veg-
etation dies when climate becomes unfavorable for it, but no
PFT can expand in locations that become more favorable un-
der climate change; (c) LOCAL, in which vegetation types can
expand within any grid cell in which they were previously es-
tablished, but no PFT can move to new locations; (d) G&S
FREELY, in which grasses and shrubs can migrate to any grid
cell in the world, but tree PFTs cannot move anywhere they
were not previously established; and (e) NEIGHBORS, in
which trees can move from any cell where they were previ-
ously established to any neighboring cell, while grasses and
shrubs are free to migrate anywhere.

Each of the constrained migration assumptions is gener-
ated through imposed limits on PFT movement between
model grid cells. The model grid cell boundaries we used 
to impose migration limits have nothing to do with actual 
migration patterns, routes, or barriers that organisms face.
Instead, migration distances were constrained nonmecha-
nistically to the size of our grid cells (2.5° latitude by 3.75° lon-
gitude), a simple and intuitive way to describe limited
migration distances. We also included a single simulation
using the canonical version of IBIS (i.e., with unconstrained
PFT distributions) under the control climate scenario. This
provided the original distribution of vegetation and allowed
us to distinguish and compare ecosystem responses due to the
climate change from those due to the different migration
assumptions. We then quantified the biophysical and bio-
geochemical responses under each assumption.

Except for the MIN assumption, each IBIS simulation be-
gins from a cold start (i.e., without previously established veg-
etation patterns) but with the restrictions limiting where
PFTs can occur in each of the constrained migration simu-
lations described above. The MIN simulation was created by
taking the smaller of the two biomass values from the con-
trol or MAX simulation for each PFT. We then held that bio-
mass constant throughout the simulation. We ran the control
and five A1FI simulations for 200 years by repeating the an-
nual climate patterns for each scenario. This revealed near-
equilibrium ecosystem structure and function for each
migration assumption but provided no insights into transient
responses. In order to isolate ecosystem responses to climate
change from physiological responses to CO2 enrichment, we
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held atmospheric CO2 concentrations at 350 ppm for all
IBIS simulations.

Comparative analysis
We compared annual NPP, carbon storage in biomass and soil,
absorbed solar radiation, and changes in latent heat flux
among the different migration assumptions by averaging
over the final decade of each IBIS simulation. We also deter-
mined the potential biome distribution under the control and
MAX simulations by averaging leaf area index (LAI) for each
PFT over the final decade and then applying the IBIS annual
biome classification scheme. The classification scheme dis-
tinguishes among biomes on the basis of a grid cell’s total LAI,
its dominant PFT (i.e., the one with the largest contribution
to LAI), and the combination of other PFTs that occur in the
grid cell (Foley et al. 1996, Kucharik et al. 2000).Averaging over
the last decade reduces the potential for interannual variability
caused by the weather generator.

We compared changes in mean annual latent heat flux
throughout the world for the constrained migration simula-
tions, with differences determined by t test. The t test is ap-
propriate if we assume that vegetation responses are not
influenced by longer-term memory of the interannual vari-
ability introduced by the weather generator.

Our estimates for absorbed solar radiation at the land sur-
face (R) are based on midday direct-beam land-surface albedo
(data not shown) and calculated as follows:

R = Sgrnd x (1 – αT), (1)

where Sgrnd is the amount of solar radiation reaching the
land surface and αT is the land-surface albedo. IBIS calculates
land-surface albedo using a two-stream approximation for vis-
ible and near-infrared wave bands (Foley et al. 1996, Kucharik
et al. 2000). Snow characteristics (depth, temperature, age, and
whether on the ground or in the canopy), soil moisture, LAI,
and canopy height determine land-surface albedo. We de-
termine total direct beam land-surface albedo by summing
the visible and infrared fractions, as previously described
(Higgins 2004). Sgrnd varies by latitude and season and is cal-
culated locally as 

Sgrnd = S0 x cos Z x (1 – αatm – ßatm), (2)

where S0 is the solar constant (1366 W per m2); cos Z is the
cosine of the zenith angle, calculated as described by Wash-
ington and Parkinson (1986); αatm is the atmospheric albedo;
and ßatm is the fraction of direct-beam solar radiation absorbed
by the atmosphere. Although αatm and ßatm vary because of
an uneven distribution of clouds (Kiehl and Trenberth 1997),
this calculation holds them constant at their estimated global
averages (0.23 and 0.20, respectively), since model data on
cloud distributions are not available. As a result, our ap-
proach overestimates the solar radiation absorbed by the
surface in areas with heavy cloud cover and underestimates
surface radiation in areas with light cloud cover. Further-
more, this approach ignores potential changes in cloud cover
that could alter the amount of solar radiation that reaches

Earth’s surface and thereby amplify or dampen changes.
Nevertheless, this rough estimate of the change in absorbed
radiation at the land surface provides a useful approximation
of the importance of the vegetation’s responses.

Biophysical and biogeochemical responses
Under the control climate scenario, potential biome distrib-
utions (figure 1a) agree broadly with reported potential
biome distributions under historical climate patterns (Ra-
mankutty and Foley 1999). Without migratory constraints,
vegetation distributions shift throughout the world in re-
sponse to the climate changes associated with the A1FI emis-
sions scenario (figure 1b). Most notably, large losses of forest
occur in the Amazonian region of South America, where
precipitation decreases in HadCM3 under the A1FI emissions
scenario. In the high northern latitudes, boreal forest ex-
pands into regions previously occupied by tundra vegetation
under the control climate scenario.

Barriers to migration alter potential biome distributions
throughout the world relative to the distributions that occur
under the MAX migration assumption (figure 2). Relative to
unconstrained migration (MAX), vegetation under the MIN
assumption is characterized by much greater areas of desert,
where vegetation is largely absent (figure 2a). In the MIN sim-
ulation there is also a large loss of forest in northern Asia. If
vegetation can expand locally (LOCAL assumption), the area
of additional desert decreases, though not entirely (figure
2c). Large losses in forest area, particularly in the high latitudes,
also occur under the LOCAL migration assumption, while a
large area of forest in Asia shifts to being deciduous instead
of the evergreen forest of the MAX migration assumption. Un-
constrained grass and shrub migration (G&S FREELY; figure
2b), relative to the MAX assumption, has considerably less
forested area in the high latitudes and in parts of South
America, where tree PFTs were rare under the control climate.
Allowing tree PFTs to migrate to any neighboring cell
(NEIGHBORS) further reduces differences in biome distri-
bution, with only those remote forested areas, primarily in the
high latitudes, differing from those of the MAX migration as-
sumption (figure 2d).

NPP under the control climate is roughly 65 petagrams (Pg)
of carbon per year. This is within the range estimated under
current conditions, but at the high end of the range (Cramer
et al. 1999). NPP under all migration assumptions declines
sharply under the A1FI climate scenario (figure 3), leading to
a loss of nearly 15 Pg of carbon per year even with uncon-
strained migration (MAX). The ability of vegetation to mi-
grate and disperse in response to the A1FI climate changes does
strongly influence NPP, with the MIN migration assumption
leading to an additional loss of 20 Pg of carbon per year rel-
ative to the MAX migration assumption.Allowing PFTs to re-
spond within any cell where they are previously established
(LOCAL) allows NPP to recover nearly half of the carbon lost
in the MIN migration simulation. The G&S FREELY and
NEIGHBORS assumptions lead to NPP levels nearly equal to
those of the MAX migration simulation, suggesting that PFTs
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can generally take advantage of available light and
water even if they are not completely adapted for
the local climate conditions in which they exist.

Modeled carbon storage in live biomass and in
the soil (table 1) under the control climate falls
within the range of existing estimates (Jobbagy
and Jackson 2000, IPCC 2001), with roughly 715
and 1688 Pg of carbon stored in biomass and soil,
respectively. Not surprisingly given the large
changes in NPP, the change in climate associated
with the A1FI climate scenario also leads to a
large change in carbon storage. Indeed, with a
minimum loss of more than 800 Pg of stored car-
bon, the magnitude of lost carbon storage exceeds
the total current atmospheric carbon pool under
all migration scenarios. Even larger losses in ter-
restrial carbon storage occur in the simulations
with constrained migration. For example, lost car-
bon storage under the MIN assumption, relative
to MAX, equals roughly 450 Pg, while the carbon
lost under the LOCAL migration assumption
equals roughly 309 Pg. Both exceed the total cu-
mulative carbon emissions due to fossil fuel
burning and cement production for the entire
world since the start of the Industrial Revolution
(Marland et al. 2003). In general, less constrained
migration leads to more carbon storage. For ex-
ample, the G&S FREELY simulation results in 142
Pg less carbon storage than the MAX simulation,
whereas NEIGHBORS lacks only 67 Pg of stored
carbon relative to MAX (which is still nearly
10% of the atmospheric carbon stock).

The amount of solar radiation absorbed by the
land surface changes with the climate scenario
and the migration assumption. Changes occur in latitude-
specific ways, but with particularly strong changes occur-
ring in high latitudes (figure 4). Between 44° north (N) and
61° N, absorbed solar radiation increases or decreases relative
to that of the control simulation, depending on how vegeta-
tion migrates in response to the A1FI climate change scenario.
Under the MAX migration assumption, absorbed solar ra-
diation increases slightly throughout the latitude band, with
larger increases at higher latitudes (up to 9.6 W per
m2). In contrast, absorbed solar radiation in the
G&S FREELY and NEIGHBORS simulations de-
creases relative to that of the control throughout
this latitude range (up to –8.6 W per m2 and –5.9 W
per m2, respectively), which is consistent with re-
ductions in tree LAI that occur in these simulations
(data not shown).As a result, the sign of the vegetation–
albedo feedback switches between positive and neg-
ative, depending on how effectively vegetation can
migrate in response to the climate change.

At latitudes higher than 61° N, absorbed solar ra-
diation increases for all migration assumptions rel-
ative to absorbed solar radiation under the control

climate. Intuitively, this makes sense, since increasing tem-
peratures at high latitudes lead to a decrease in snow and ice
cover, which is a positive feedback to warming. The mag-
nitude of this feedback depends heavily on the migration as-
sumption, however, demonstrating that much of the increase
in absorbed solar radiation is determined by vegetation re-
sponses and is not simply due to the ice–albedo feedback.
For example, unconstrained tree migration (MAX) leads to
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Figure 1. Simulated global biome distribution under (a) control and 
(b) A1FI climate scenarios. Biomes are determined using leaf area index 
for each plant functional type averaged over the final 10 years of the 
200-year simulation. In each of these simulations, plant migration is 
unconstrained.

Table 1. Mean total global carbon storage in tissue and soil with
standard deviations over the final 10 years of each IBIS simulation.

Biomass carbon Standard Soil carbon Standard 
Assumption (petagrams) deviation (petagrams) deviation

Control climate 715 0.19 1688 0.37

MAX 561 0.30 972 0.25

MINa 274 0 810 1.79

LOCAL 405 0.09 819 0.23

G&S FREELY 390 0.15 1001 0.28

NEIGHBORS 485 0.17 980 0.26

a. Biomass carbon is fixed in the MIN simulation at the smaller of the two values
from the control and MAX simulations for each plant functional type. As a result, the
standard deviation = 0.
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a large increase in absorbed solar radiation above 63° N (from
7.6 to 25.2 W per m2), whereas increases are considerably
smaller for the G&S FREELY simulation, in which trees are
unable to migrate to new locations (0.6 to 9.4 W per m2),

and the NEIGHBORS simulation, in which tree migration
is limited to neighboring cells (4.5 to 15.4 W per m2). Feed-
backs of 15 to 25 W per m2 are sufficiently large to cause sub-
stantially different climate and ecosystem combinations,

such that accurate projection of future states requires
fully coupled climate–ecosystem simulations. Nev-
ertheless, it is clear that both the size and the sign
of the vegetation–albedo feedback depend on the
rates at which vegetation can migrate and disperse
in response to climate change, but with responses
that differ by latitude.

Changes in the absorption of solar radiation 
also occur in South America (figure 5). Between 8.8°
south (S) and 31° S, more heavily constrained mi-
gration leads to larger reductions in the absorption
of solar radiation. For example, unconstrained tree
migration (MAX) leads to changes in absorbed so-
lar radiation from +0.4 to –6.1 W per m2, whereas
larger decreases occur for the G&S FREELY simula-
tion, in which trees are unable to migrate to new 
locations (–3.9 to –9.2 W per m2), and the NEIGH-
BORS simulation, in which tree migration is limited
to neighboring cells (–2.1 to –6.2 W per m2). Between
6° S and 11° N, absorbed solar radiation decreases
from 2.7 to 7.8 W per m2, relative to the control, for
the migration assumptions, but with no differences
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Figure 3. Globally aggregated net primary productivity (petagrams 
carbon per year) for each of the six IBIS scenarios.

Figure 2. Global biome changes relative to the unconstrained migration simulation (MAX) for (a) MIN,
(b) G&S FREELY, (c) LOCAL, and (d) NEIGHBORS migration assumptions. We aggregate the biome
changes into seven broad categories: desert expansion, forest loss, conversion from evergreen to decidu-
ous vegetation, desert loss, forest expansion, conversion from deciduous to evergreen vegetation, and all
other changes.
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as a result of the migration assumption. This makes
sense, since the loss of forest and soil drying that oc-
curs in the region is identical under each of these mi-
gration assumptions. As with the higher latitude
responses in the Northern Hemisphere described
above, the size of the vegetation–albedo feedback (a
negative feedback in South America) depends on
the rates at which vegetation can migrate and disperse
in response to climate change.

Dispersal and migration also influence the parti-
tioning of net surface energy between sensible and
latent heat fluxes. Under the MIN assumption, rel-
ative to MAX, large decreases in latent heat flux oc-
cur in the low and mid latitudes (figure 6a). This
constitutes a large positive feedback to warming and
drying, particularly within the tropics. For example,
the warming and drying that occur in South Amer-
ica under the A1FI scenario lead to a reduction in la-
tent heat flux. When vegetation is unable to migrate
(MIN), additional losses of latent heat flux occur
throughout the Amazon (up to 50 W per m2 in some
areas), a strong positive feedback to the initial warm-
ing and drying. In the LOCAL simulation, decreases
in latent heat flux occur up to a similar magnitude
but over a more limited area (figure 6c). This posi-
tive feedback decreases dramatically in the G&S
FREELY simulation, however (down to less than 20
W per m2 in all areas; figure 6b), and nearly disap-
pears altogether under the NEIGHBORS assumption
(figure 6d). Thus, migration can heavily influence the
partitioning of energy between sensible and latent
heat fluxes and the magnitude of this important cli-
mate feedback.

Implications and future needs
Biophysical and biogeochemical characteristics of
the land surface affect climate by influencing carbon
storage, land-surface albedo, and evapotranspira-
tion (Betts et al. 1997, Lashof et al. 1997, Sellers et al.
1997, Field and Avissar 1998, Pielke et al. 1998,
Saleska et al. 2002, Feddema et al. 2005). Results
from our MAX migration simulation demonstrate
that ecosystem responses to climate change can in-
clude important climate feedbacks even if plant mi-
gration is extremely fast.

For example, the difference in total stored carbon
between the control and A1FI climate scenarios is
more than 800 Pg, even if vegetation moves freely to
wherever climate becomes most suitable. This car-
bon release from biomass and soil exceeds the cur-
rent amount of carbon in the atmosphere and
therefore constitutes a major positive feedback to climate
warming. Indeed, if this amount of carbon were released
from the land surface, the high CO2 concentrations of the A1FI
scenario would require much lower anthropogenic emis-
sions than currently believed. This suggests that the potential

for high GHG concentrations is also higher than widely rec-
ognized.

The large reduction in soil carbon evident under MAX mi-
gration most likely results from changes in both NPP and de-
composition. The decreases in global NPP lead to smaller
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Figure 4. Zonal absorbed solar radiation north of 40° N for the control
climate (line) and A1FI climate scenarios under the MAX (circles),
G&S FREELY (triangles), and NEIGHBORS (squares) migration 
assumptions.

Figure 5. Absorbed solar radiation for South America between 8.8° S
and 11° N for the control climate (line) and A1FI climate scenarios 
under the MAX (circles), G&S FREELY (triangles), and NEIGHBORS
(squares) migration assumptions.
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inputs of carbon from litter and root turnover. At the same
time, higher temperatures in the A1FI scenario increase the
speed of decomposition and reduce the residence time of
carbon in soil and litter.

Important changes in land-surface albedo also occur un-
der MAX migration, including a major positive feedback in
the high northern latitudes and a moderate negative feedback
in South America. The increase of 15 to 25 W per m2 in ab-
sorbed solar radiation evident above 63° N is roughly dou-
ble to triple the global mean radiative forcing due to A1FI
emissions (approximately 9.1 W per m2): a strong positive
feedback to high-latitude warming.

Biological responses to climate change will also depend on
how effectively species migrate to the locations where climate
becomes most favorable to them. Even in the absence of
land-use patterns, species-specific life history characteristics
may slow or even preclude plant migration for at least some
species or plant types. Land-use patterns associated with ur-
ban, suburban, rural, and agricultural development are likely

to slow vegetation’s ability to respond to climate change even
further.

This examination of multiple plausible migration as-
sumptions demonstrates that vegetation’s capacity to dis-
perse and migrate may lead to substantial additional feedbacks
to the climate system. For example, under our more heavily
constrained migration assumptions, terrestrial carbon losses
can be as much as 1.4 to 1.5 times larger than the amount of
carbon released if migration is unconstrained.As a result, car-
bon storage varies among the migration assumptions by
more than the total historical emissions of carbon due to fos-
sil fuel burning and cement production. Thus, heavily con-
strained migration leads to a strong additional positive
feedback to warming through enhanced carbon release.

In some tropical areas, evapotranspiration also varies
among the simulations, with increasingly strong positive
feedbacks to warming and drying occurring as migration
becomes more constrained. The decrease of 40 to 50 W per
m2 in latent heat flux that occurs under heavy migratory
constraints is roughly 4  to 5 times the globally averaged
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Figure 6. Change in latent heat flux, relative to unconstrained migration (MAX), for (a) MIN, (b) G&S FREELY, (c) LOCAL,
and (d) NEIGHBORS migration assumptions. Only locations where significant changes occur are shown (P < 0.01 as 
measured by t test).
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change in radiative forcing from A1FI emissions. Thus, the rate
at which plants are able to migrate can lead to strong posi-
tive feedbacks at the local to regional scale by altering evapo-
transpiration. As with carbon storage, the strength of this
positive feedback increases with more heavily constrained
plant migration.

More heavily constrained migration can also weaken pos-
itive feedbacks or strengthen negative feedbacks, as illus-
trated by the changes in absorbed solar radiation. Above 61°
N, the large increase in absorbed solar radiation shown in the
MAX simulation decreases substantially: often by roughly 1/3
to 2/3 or more in the increasingly constrained G&S FREELY
and NEIGHBORS simulations. At the same time, the nega-
tive feedback to warming evident in parts of South America
increases with more heavily constrained migration. Inter-
estingly, this feedback can be either positive or negative in the
mid latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, depending on how
effectively vegetation is able to migrate. Thus, not only the
magnitude but also the sign of feedbacks can, in some cases,
depend on rates of migration and dispersal.

Together these responses illustrate that plant migration can
have a powerful and complex impact on global and regional
climate. Migratory constraints strengthen some feedbacks
(e.g., carbon storage and latent heat fluxes) but weaken or even
reverse others (e.g., absorbed solar radiation in the mid and
high latitudes). Therefore, incorporating better understand-
ing of migration into climate models will be necessary to pro-
ject future climates accurately at global and regional scales.

It is important to recognize that this experiment is a sen-
sitivity test rather than a mechanistic projection of future land-
surface characteristics. A sensitivity test is a critical first step
toward future projections because it demonstrates the im-
portance of migration for biophysical and biogeochemical re-
sponses of the land surface. Future projections, however, will
require a mechanistic treatment of migration and the inclu-
sion of numerous factors that we ignore here.As has been pre-
viously noted, incorporating these advances into ecosystem
models such as IBIS will be a difficult challenge (Neilson et
al. 2005). Most notably, the use of model grid cell boundaries
to impose migration limits is overly simplified, since grid cells
have nothing to do with actual migration patterns, routes, or
barriers that organisms face. Grid cells also have uniform
climate conditions and therefore neglect the availability of
microclimates that could act as refugia for PFTs and thereby
decrease the distances that they must migrate. A further sim-
plification is our use of a common migration assumption for
PFTs, when actual species, populations, and individuals 
disperse and migrate at different rates. The failure of a species
to migrate, for example, may allow the range expansion of
competing species (Neilson et al. 2005). Nevertheless, basing
migration assumptions on grid cell boundaries is a simple and
intuitive way to describe limited migration distances and 
facilitates this sensitivity test of a range of plausible migration
assumptions.

We note also that these results demonstrate only that mi-
gration is important in determining static biological re-

sponses to a single climate change scenario.We do not examine
dynamic responses or interactions with other global changes,
such as the direct effects of CO2 enrichment, nitrogen depo-
sition, land-use patterns, and exotic species invasions, all of
which can alter biophysical and biogeochemical responses of
the land surface.

In particular, physiological responses to elevated CO2 con-
centrations are likely to affect ecosystem structure and func-
tion by altering rates of photosynthesis, respiration, and
water-use efficiency (Mooney et al. 1999, Korner 2000). In-
corporating the most widely demonstrated plot-level re-
sponses to CO2 enrichment (Nowak et al. 2004, Norby et al.
2005) into model simulations would most likely lead to de-
creased plant water stress and increased NPP and carbon
storage. However, recent experiments suggest that the effects
of CO2 enrichment on ecosystems will be far more complex
than conventional single-factor CO2 manipulation experi-
ments have demonstrated, because additional factors (e.g.,
changes in temperature, precipitation, and nitrogen avail-
ability) interact to alter responses to CO2 (Shaw et al. 2002,
Dukes et al. 2005). Furthermore, scaling from the leaf- and
plot-level responses that manipulative experiments reveal to
the ecosystem scales that are most relevant to the climate
system is extremely challenging. Therefore, we have examined
static ecosystem responses to changes in climate alone.

Nevertheless, we speculate that CO2 fertilization effects
could either amplify or dampen the impact of plant migra-
tion on biophysical and biogeochemical land-surface re-
sponses. If physiological responses to CO2 enrichment reduce
the distances that PFTs need to migrate (e.g., if CO2 enrich-
ment allows PFTs to continue to thrive in locations that be-
come drier), then responses to CO2 could reduce the disparity
between migration assumptions. Alternatively, CO2 enrich-
ment may disproportionately benefit those PFTs that are
most highly adapted to local climate and may thereby increase
disparity between migration assumptions.

We also do not consider transient changes in climate or the
dynamics of ecosystem responses, each of which could sub-
stantially influence biogeochemical and biophysical charac-
teristics of the land surface. The examination of transient
responses will require ecosystem (and climate) models that
are capable of projecting dynamic changes. However, the
validation studies for vegetation dynamics in IBIS (and other
dynamic global vegetation models) are too limited, in our view,
to place much confidence in projections of dynamic vegeta-
tion change. In contrast, IBIS has been extensively validated
for near-equilibrium projections of ecosystem structure and
function, including the current distribution of vegetation, NPP,
biomass, soil carbon, evapotranspiration, water balance, and
leaf area (Foley et al. 1996, Delire and Foley 1999, Kucharik
et al. 2000). We therefore developed these simulations to take
advantage of the ecosystem model strengths and minimize
weaknesses, even at the expense of much-needed under-
standing of transient ecosystem responses.

Similarly, climate in HadCM3 does not reach equilibrium
for the A1FI scenario. Indeed, GHG concentrations do not
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reach equilibrium in the A1FI scenario. Therefore, the ecosys-
tem responses examined here are to a fixed climate, whereas
the real global climate would keep changing. Our simulation
approach also overlooks several potentially important com-
ponents of climate change, including cloud responses and vari-
ability (e.g., changes in temperature range or number of
rainy days) that would be likely to accompany the tempera-
ture and precipitation changes modeled under the A1FI emis-
sions scenario. Nevertheless, this sensitivity analysis constitutes
an important first step by demonstrating that plant migration
can heavily influence biophysical and biogeochemical re-
sponses to climate change.

Conclusions
Different species, populations, and individuals disperse and
migrate at different rates. In at least some cases, biotic re-
sponses to the rapid changes in climate expected over the next
century will be slow. Here we demonstrate that the effec-
tiveness of plant migration can strongly influence bio-
geochemical and biophysical responses of the land surface by
altering carbon storage, evapotranspiration, and the absorp-
tion of solar radiation. This is an important first step in 
determining future biophysical and biogeochemical charac-
teristics of the land surface. However, future predictions will
need to incorporate responses to multiple interacting global
changes (physiological CO2 effects, nitrogen deposition, land-
use patterns, and exotic species invasions), a mechanistic
treatment of migration, and dynamic coupling of climate
and biological systems. Nevertheless, this sensitivity study
demonstrates that plausible ranges in migration rates can
affect the magnitude, and in some cases the sign, of feedbacks
from the land surface to the climate system. Therefore, pre-
diction of future climate depends on developing and incor-
porating a better understanding of migration.
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